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Snap judgments

Gallery with X factor

Documentary on the lives of design icons

Celebrity milliner displays showstoppers

FIFTY years after assassinating the
national architectural character,
Robin Boyd’s The Australian Ugliness
still reverberates. But in attempting to
avoid Boyd’s “dressmaker’s floor
strewn with snippings of style”,
planners have created an industry of
compromise, according to architect
Ivan Rijavec. The Australian Ugliness
must be reassessed, he says. Translating a technique made famous by
artist Ed Ruscha, Rijavec photographed every building on Gertrude,
Brunswick, Johnston and Smith
streets in Fitzroy. He juxtaposes the
existing streetscape with what might
have been with and without regulations (as pictured). Boyd’s Error:
Planning’s Curse, Pin-Up,
15-25 Keele Street, Collingwood,
until November 26.

ZOMBIE charms packaged in
specially designed cereal boxes
are not the typical objects at
Melanie Katsalidis’s upmarket
gallery Pieces of Eight. Her new
limited edition space, Edition X,
which launches tomorrow, allows
designers to express their inner
weirdness at a lower price. Target
ing new and younger collectors,
works rarely move beyond $300.
“It’s designed to be a playful
alternative to the more grown-up
Pieces of Eight gallery,’’ says Katsalidis. More than just jewellery,
there’s textiles, sculptures and
works on paper. Alongside Dougie
Palmer’s ‘‘undead’’ jewellery is
artist Kate Rohde’s fantastical
resin works turned into jewel crystals. editionx.com.au

ALONGSIDE their iconic midcentury plywood and fibreglass
furniture, Charles and Ray Eames
produced films, including the
Powers of 10. But Eames: The
Architect & the Painter is the first
documentary about their personal lives. While an Australian release is
currently being negotiated, the Americans’ love affair with
the Eames endures
across Los
Angeles.
Their furniture forms
part of the
Getty
Foundation’s

IN MELBOURNE’S
most fashionable
circles, Cup week
2011 will be
remembered for
milliner Philip
Treacy’s tribute to
friends Christine
and Peter Barro.
Treacy flew in 40
headpieces and
staked out a fivestorey boxed
laneway at the
rear of the Barros’
fashion salon,
Christine, for possibly one of the
rarest and strangest fashion
shows staged here. In darkness
and drenching rain, it almost
didn’t proceed. But the rain fizzled

Pacific Standard Time blockbuster, while another exhibition,
Eames Words, is inspired entirely
by the book 100 quotes by Charles Eames. ‘‘Take your pleasures
seriously’’ is among the aphorisms
arrayed throughout the A+D
Museum. aplusd.org
RAY EDGAR
ray.edgar@bigpond.com

to a drizzle and
Treacy’s models
descended five
flights of fire
escape stairs,
pausing to pose
at each landing.
There were
hoots, cheers
and tears at the
drama: ‘‘We will
never see anything like that
again,’’ was typical as the
guests shuffled
next door to the Barros’ apartment to sup on suckling pig and
Mumm champagne with Dita Von
Teese. www.theloupe.org
JANICE BREEN BURNS

Perth Festival’s new director reaches out to the far side
By ROBIN USHER
NEW Perth Festival director
Jonathan Holloway is determined to change the nature of
the event over the next four
years, transforming the appeal
of Australia’s oldest capital-city
festival to tempt people to
travel across the continent.
‘‘I want it to be perceived as
one of the world’s great festivals,’’ he says.
‘‘It is already highly regarded
internationally because it was
started after the war not long
after Edinburgh and Avignon.
Next year is its 60th anniversary
and that is a great place to
start.’’

Holloway was an outstanding success as director of
England’s Norfolk & Norwich
Festival for the past six years,
increasing attendances nearly
ten-fold to 330,000. One of the
things he discovered is that
extensive free and outdoor
events led to increased ticket
sales in the theatres at night.
His program for his first
Perth festival next February
reflects this, with three big
imported free events, and many
shows exclusive to Perth,
including a version of Mozart’s
Magic Flute by legendary director Peter Brook, accompanied
by a solo piano.
Holloway hopes to increase

box office for the 23-day event
from February 10 to March 3,
six days longer than the Melbourne Festival. He will spend
about $10 million on programming, about the same as the
Adelaide Festival but much
more than Melbourne, where
the budget is $5.5 million.
‘‘I want the festival to tell
stories about the city it inhabits
and I plan to commission more
work from local artists,’’ he says.
‘‘For a short time, a festival can
redefine a city. It is like a carnival where things get turned
upside down and leaves everything slightly different when it’s
over.’’
He acknowledges that many

artists leave Perth for the east
coast and he is keen to reverse,
or at least slow, the process.
‘‘I want to explore what a
festival can be in the 21st century, where people interact with
the shows through Twitter and
Facebook. The level of engagement is changing, and people
no longer just go home [after a
performance] to wait for a
review to appear.’’
The opening free show is a
one-off performance of Place
des Anges on February 11
involving two tonnes of feathers
‘‘in a blizzard of white’’ while
aerial artists perform above one
of the city’s main streets,
St Georges Terrace.

‘‘It has an amazing capacity
to leave people feeling happy,’’
Holloway says.
Another free feature is the
RedBall Project in which a
4.5-metre ball is wedged into
unexpected niches around the
city every night.
The festival’s exclusive shows
include Oraculos from Barcelona’s Teatro de los Sentidos
that Holloway says started the
fashion for intimate performances before small audiences.
Oraculos is designed for the
smallest audience possible, just
one person in a secret location
that explores sound, smell,
taste, touch and feel. But there
are only 54 tickets available

each day. He says the company
has revived the production for
its Australian premiere.
Other shows exclusive to
Perth include the all-male British company, Propeller,
performing Henry V and The
Winter’s Tale, the Lucinda
Childs Dance Company from
the US with Dance, a revival of
a show first created with composer Philip Glass and artist Sol
LeWitt in 1979, and the
Brazilian dance company
Grupo Corpo with Onqoto
Parabelo that combines classical ballet with the Latin tango
and rumba.
The National Theatre of
Scotland is presenting Beautiful

Works like Place des Anges will beckon people from the east coast.
Burnout, about a young man’s
boxing ambitions with a soundtrack by the electronic group
Underworld. Malthouse Theatre’s associate director, Matthew

Hayes still
has the goods

Public works top
architectural pile
By GINA McCOLL
VICTORIAN projects won eight
awards at the National Architecture Awards held at the
Museum of Old and New Art in
Hobart last night.
Public and cultural projects
led the field, with the most
prestigious award, the Sir Zelman Cowen award for public
architecture, given to the Australian War Memorial’s eastern
precinct in the ACT, designed
by Sydney firm Johnson Pilton
Walker.
The Jorn Utzon award for
international architecture went
to the School of the Arts in
Singapore, designed by WOHA.

Gallery House (Denton Corker
Marshall).

John Street, Box Hill (Hayball).

Cox Architecture’s AAMI
Park, the cloud-like multisports stadium in Melbourne’s
sports precinct, won the
national award for public
architecture, while NH Architecture’s Myer Bourke Street
redevelopment took the
national award for commercial
architecture.
Denton Corker Marshall
won a national award for
residential architecture for its
zinc-clad Gallery House, as did
Hayball in the multiple housing category for its John Street,
Box Hill development.
Commendations were given
to A’Beckett Tower (Elenberg
Fraser), the Victoria University
Learning Commons and Exercise Sports Science Project
(John Wardle Architects), Law
Street House (Muir Mendes)
and Hill Plain House
(Wolveridge Architects).
From 935 entries, 34 awards
and commendations were
handed out. Chairman of the
national awards jury Karl
Fender, of Fender Katsalidis
Architects, says the quality and
record number of entries was
strong given that many of the
2011 entries were conceived
during the global financial crisis.
While there is great prestige
attached to public architectural
projects, Fender says that
Australian architects have a
soft spot for the residential
award.
‘‘We’ve all designed a house,
even large practices do houses
for their best clients,’’ he says.
‘‘There’s something about a
house. It touches the heart
strings.’’

Lutton, will direct the premiere
of a new production of Richard
Strauss’ Elektra by the West
Australian Opera, conducted by
Richard Mills.

MUSIC
DARREN HAYES ★★★J
Forum Theatre, November 2
Craig Mathieson Reviewer

NEXT week the Heide Museum of
Modern Art celebrates its 30th
anniversary as a public gallery. The
sprawling property on the Yarra at
Bulleen had been the home of the
art patrons John and Sunday Reed
whose support of young artists in
the 1930s and 1940s had dragged
Australia into modernism.
When Heide opened on November 12, 1981, with an exhibition of

Sidney Nolan’s Ned Kelly paintings,
the Reeds were still living on the
property, but both died within days
of each other the following month.
Since 1981 the gallery has built
new spaces and opened a restaurant with many of its return visitors
coming to pay tribute to the Reeds,
the vast collection they
bequeathed, Sunday’s famous kitchen garden and the stories — and
myths — surrounding their bohemian circle that included Nolan,

Albert Tucker, Joy Hester and John
Perceval.
Heide director, Jason Smith, a
former curator of contemporary art
at the National Gallery of Victoria
this week presided over the opening of Heide’s 30th anniversary
show titled Forever Young: 30
Years of the Heide Collection.
Smith admitted yesterday that
Heide had to overcome its reputation as a nostalgic, sacred site of a
golden period in Australian art his-

tory. This is why the exhibition of
200 works by 80 artists from
Heide’s 2500-strong collection
includes recent additions of work
by contemporary artists Kathy
Temin, Rose Nolan, Aleks Danko
and Louise Paramor.
‘‘When you enter the main
museum space there’s a room of
the great Heide hits — Nolan,
Tucker, Hester, Perceval — but then
you move in and we break the nostalgia up with works from the ’80s,

a magnificent eight-metre long
Juan Davila and on to recent
acquisitions,’’ Smith said.
This year Heide has raised
$1 million in cash donations,
which includes a $700,000 gift
(over three years) from ANZ Trustees on behalf of the Truby and
Florence Williams Charitable Trust.
Next November Heide will have an
exhibition of works by the French/
American sculptor Louise Bourgeois, who died last year aged 99.

TEEN idol Justin Bieber was
four when Darren Hayes was
selling more than 10 million
albums a year, but thankfully
the former Savage Garden
vocalist views 1998 as an amusing starting point rather than a
peak. Playing to a full house to
launch his recent solo album,
Secret Codes and Battleships,
Hayes presented himself as
pop’s elder statesman, capable
and wittily knowing.
Backed by a five-piece band,
the London-based songwriter
and vocalist glided around the
stage as he studded new songs
such as the yearning Taken By
Sea and Talk Talk Talk with
Savage Garden’s To the Moon
and Back. The mix didn’t just
satisfy the audience, it allowed
Hayes to emphasise the
melodic sweep of his material,
more Coldplay than Gaga.
A series of mash-ups —
Michael Jackson’s Billie Jean
and Bros’ When Will I Be Famous — demonstrated his
musical smarts, with Hayes
subverting rock theatrics by recreating David Bowie’s Ziggy
Stardust guitar fellatio on an
1980s keytar.
But the evening slipped a
notch when the surging Stupid
Mistake gave way to a theatrical
interlude that segued into jukejoint cabaret; the overt artifice
was inconsequential compared
to the set’s previous command.
Nonetheless, it was a strong
performance that balanced past
and present. Bieber will be
lucky to be in such entertaining
form come 2027.

old clips and half-truths.
Apart from a short Q-and-A
at evening’s end, the lady does
not veer from a script that
might have been written by
defamation attorneys. Scant
catty remarks are reserved for
Joan Crawford, Bette Davis and
other long-dead legends.
Her few revealing remarks
concern Hollywood’s infamous
“casting couch”. She hints that
the only thing between her and
the role made famous by Eliza-

beth Taylor in Cleopatra was
willingness to lean back on the
20th Century Fox chaise-longue.
It’s uncomfortable to watch a
performer with such a rich history embezzle the names of
Taylor, Crawford and Newman.
In an hour that feels more like
a book-signing than a show, she
succeeds only in cheapening
her legacy. No doubt the great
star has lived a great life. It
might have been nice to hear
about it.

THEATRE
A MOUTHFUL OF BIRDS ★★★

the 1980s. Vignettes explore
possession, destructive magic
and the irrational through contemporary characters, while the
mythic weave of Euripides’ Bacchae — the god Dionysus and
his wild maenads, who tore
Pentheus limb from limb —
haunts action.
The piece blooms from the
darkest corners of human sexuality and violence. A woman
suffering post-natal depression
is driven by hallucinations to

kill her baby. A famous hermaphrodite transforms from girl
to man. Prison wardens muse
over a transsexual serial killer. A
mild-mannered secretary harbours a secret rage.
Anti-capitalist and other
social critique seeps in: a family
man falls in love with a pig,
destroying his career; a Caribbean voodoo practitioner in
Britain faces off against a
spectre with a stiff upper lip.
Robert Walton’s production

attains the fluid potency of a
fever-dream and rangy performances show skills from
intimate monologue to largescale choreography.
In its less secure moments,
this is the kind of show in which
actors run around in underpants to no great effect. But its
exploratory drive to do justice to
the irrational bears fruit, and it’s
a credit to the Victorian College
of the Arts that they would take
a risk on this play.

Heide director Jason Smith wants Heide to overcome its reputation as a nostalgic, sacred site of Australian art history.

PICTURE: ANGELA WYLIE

Forever young at heart, Heide marks 30th anniversary
By RAYMOND GILL

REVIEWS
THEATRE
A NIGHT WITH JOAN COLLINS
★★J
Melbourne Town Hall, finished
Helen Razer Reviewer

IT COULD be the artful placement of DNA or of Hollywood
tape. Whatever, the case is
clear: Joan Collins looks exactly
39. Moreover, she looks like a
39-year-old with ankles sufficiently super to tolerate Capri

pants. Sequined Capri pants.
My, but the lady looks thrilling.
The same, sadly, cannot be
said for Miss Collins’ life, or, at
least, the genteel version of a
life offered in this slender autobiographical hour.
One could reasonably
suppose that 70 films, five
marriages and one affair with
the celebrated rake Warren
Beatty would produce a
fascinating dish. Instead, we are
served a cool confection of

By Caryl Churchill and Daniel Lan
VCA Grant St Theatre, until November 4
Cameron Woodhead Reviewer
A MOUTHFUL of Birds is a
difficult pleasure to watch and a
challenge to perform. The work
catches pre-eminent British
playwright Caryl Churchill at
the height of her involvement
with surreal dance theatre in
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SALE
MARBLE FIREPLACES

‘unearth the uncommon’

TOP-GRAIN LEATHER

400 Hoddle Street, Clifton Hill • 1300 463 353 • www.schots.com.au
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